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Disinformation

According to the Bureau of Labor Statistics, the US economy added 313,000 jobs in the 28
days of February, causing a big jump in the Dow Jones average.  Where does BLS find these
jobs?

The BLS finds 61,000 in construction, which, if correct, suggests in view of falling new and
existing  home  sales,  that  those  building  at  this  stage  are  going  to  experience  financial
difficulties.

Manufacturing conjured up 31,000, but in high tech areas such as computer and electronic
products only 1,100 jobs were created. Communications equipment actually lost 100 jobs
and electronic instruments lost 800 jobs.

50,300 jobs were created in retail trade, allegedly.  This is inconsistent with store closings
and what seem to be round-the-clock sales at online retailers. Is February the month people
purchase cars, garden supplies, and clothing? The BLS seems to think so.

According to the BLS, 50,000 jobs were cleared in professional and business services, of
which about three-fifths were in administrative and waste services, almost all of which were
in  temporary  help  services.  In  other  words,  we are not  talking about  employment  for
architects and engineers.

Waitresses and bartenders did not supply the usual out-sized number of new jobs, adding
only 11,500 new jobs.

Local government added 31,000 jobs, almost all of which were in education.

As my long-term readers know, my analyses of the monthly payroll  jobs reports are a
tradition on this site.  I am doing less of them, as I am sure it bores you to hear again the
same conclusion that we are being lied to about job creation.  The jobs, of course, are not
the  higher  paid  jobs  we  were  promised  by  globalists  in  exchange  for  moving  offshore
American industrial and manufacturing jobs.  That promise was never anything more than a
lie, even though it was the repeated assurance from Ivy League economists and Washington
policymakers.  The lie protected itself by wrapping itself in the holy grail of “free trade.” 
Any economist or financial media presstitute who dared to point out that jobs offshoring is
the antithesis of free trade was kaput. The economists were well paid for serving the jobs 
offshoring corporations.

As I explained yesterday, the economic information we are fed is false.  It is intended to give
us a non-existent, fake reality picture of the economy.   
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For almost a decade the economic policy of the US, Europe, UK, Canada, Japan has been
directed  to  the  support  of  the  financial  speculation  that  caused  the  2008  worldwide
economic  crisis.  Nothing  has  been  done  for  the  populations  of  the  countries  who
experienced the crisis.  Indeed, many of these populations, such as the Greeks, have had
their living standards forced down in order to protect the big banks.  This proves beyond all
doubt that in the “Great Western Democracies,” economic policy only serves the hyper-rich
and the hyper-powerful.  Citizens simply do not count.  They are as nothing.

To give you a  break from my analysis,  I  offer  you below the analysis  of  my sometime co-
author Dave Kranzler, an experienced Wall Street participant who went good.

***

313k Jobs Added? Nice Try But It’s Fake News

by Dave Kranzler

March 9,  2018:  The census bureau does the data-gathering and the Bureau of  Labor
Statistics feeds the questionable data sample through its statistical sausage grinder and
spits out some type of grotesque scatological substance.  You know an economic report is
pure absurdity when the report exceeds Wall Street’s rose-colored estimate by 53%.  That
has to be, by far, an all-time record-high “beat.”

If you sift through some of the foul-smelling data, it turns out 365k of the alleged jobs were
part-time, which means the labor market lost 52k full-time jobs.  But alas, I loathe paying
any credence to complete fiction by dissecting the “let’s pretend” report.

The numbers make no sense.  Why?  Because the alleged data does not fit the reality of the
real economy.  Retail sales, auto sales, home sales and restaurant sales have been declining
for the past couple of months.  So who would be doing the hiring?  Someone pointed out
that Coinbase has hired 500 people.  But the retail  industry has been laying off thousands
this year. Given the latest industrial production and auto sales numbers, I highly doubt
factories are doing anything with their workforce except reducing it.

And if  the job market is  “so strong,” how comes wages are flat?  In fact,  adjusted for real
inflation, real wages are declining.  If the job market was robust, wages would be soaring. 
Speaking of which, IF the labor market was what the Government wants us to believe it is,
the FOMC would tripping all over itself to hike the Fed Funds rate.  And the rate-hikes would
be in chunks of 50-75 basis points – not the occasional 0.25% rise.

The Housing Market Is Starting To Fall Apart

Last week I summarized January existing home sales, which were released on Wednesday,
Feb 21st. Existing home sales dropped 3.2% from December and nearly 5% from January
2017.  Those  statistics  are  based  on  the  SAAR  (Seasonally  Adjusted  Annualized  Rate)
calculus.  Larry  Yun,  the  National  Association  of  Realtors  chief  salesman,  continues  to
propagate the “low inventory” propaganda.

But  in  truth,  the  economics  of  buying  a  home  has  changed  dramatically  for  the  first-time
and move-up buyer demographic plus flipper/investors. As I detailed a couple of issues back,
based  on  the  fact  that  most  first-time  buyers  “buy”  into  the  highest  possible  monthly
payment  for  which  they  can  qualify,  the  price  that  a  first-time,  or  even  a  move-up  buyer,
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can  afford  to  pay  has  dropped  roughly  10%  with  the  rise  in  mortgage  rates  that  has
occurred since September 2017. The game has changed. That 10% decline results from a
less than 1% rise in mortgage rates.

That same calculus applies to flipper/investors. Investors looking to buy a rental home pay a
higher rate of interest than owner-occupied buyers. Most investors would need the amount
of rent they can charge to increase by the amount their mortgage payment increases from
higher rates. Or they need to use a much higher down payment to make the investment
purchase. The new math thereby removes a significant amount of “demand” from investors.

It  also occurred to me that flippers still  holding homes purchased just 3-4 months ago are
likely  underwater  on  their  “largesse.”  Most  flippers  look  for  homes in  the  price-range that
caters to first-timers (under $500k). This is the most “liquid” segment of the housing market
in  terms  of  the  supply  of  buyers.  Any  flipper  that  closed  on  a  home  purchase  in  the  late
summer or early fall that needed to be “spruced up” is likely still holding that home. In
addition to the purchase cost, the flipper has also incurred renovation and financing costs.
Perhaps  in  a  few  markets  prices  have  held  up.  But  in  most  markets,  the  price  first-time
buyers  can  pay  without  significantly  increasing  the  amount  of  the  down  payment  has
dropped roughly 10%. Using this math, any flipper holding a home closed prior to October is
likely sitting on a losing trade.

Similar to 2007/2008, many of these homes will  be sold at a loss or the flipper will  “jingle
mail” the keys to the bank, in which case the bank will likely dump the home. I know in
some  areas  of  metro-Denver,  pre-foreclosure  listings  are  rising.  Some  flippers  might  turn
into rental landlords. This will increase the supply of rental homes which, in turn, will put
pressure on rental rates.

New home sales – The plunge in January new home sales was worse than existing homes.
New home sales dropped 7.8% from December. This follows December’s 9.3% plunge from
November. The December/January sequence was the biggest two-month drop in new home
sales since August 2013. Back then, mortgage rates had spiked up from 3.35% in June to
4.5% by the end of August. The Fed at that time was still  buying $40 billion worth of
mortgages every month. With QE over and an alleged balance sheet reduction program in
place, plus the Fed posturing as if it will continue nudging the Fed Funds rate higher, it’s
likely that new home sales will not rebound like they did after August 2013, when mortgage
rates headed back down starting in early September 2013.

Contrary to the Larry Yun false narrative, the supply of new homes jumped to 6.1 months
from 5.5 months in December. How does this fit the Yun propaganda that falling sales is a
function of low inventory? The average price of a new home is $382k (the median is $323k).
New home prices will have to fall significantly in order for sales to stop trending lower. What
happens if the Fed really does continue hiking rates and mortgage rates hit 5%?

January “Pending” Home Sales – The NAR’s “pending home sales index,” which is based on
contract signings, was released this past Wednesday. It plunged to its lowest level since
October 2014. The index dropped 4.7% vs. an expected 0.5% rise from the optimist zombies
on Wall St. It’s the biggest 1-month percentage decline in the index since May 2010. On a
year-over-year comparison basis, the index is down 1.7%. December’s pending home sales
index was revised down from the original headline report.

Years ago when the US still had an honest, or semi-honest, financial press, you could have
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read this story in the Wall Street Journal.  But not today. You have to read it here on my site
or on Kranzler’s site. 

*
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